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Title: Faceted Oculi Pack
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Ubisoft Montréal
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8/8.1 (32/64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo E8200 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X2 240 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD2900 XT (512MB VRAM with Shader Model 4.0 or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard and mouse required, optional Microsoft XBOX360 controller or compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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I'm a bit of a VR sword combat connosieur so I had to try this. Went in with fairly low expections but it's not bad! Combat isn't
the strong point it's more on the arcade side but still pretty satisfying with multiple weapons.
The graphics are amazing. Better than expected.

The game sort of reminds of of Way of the Samurai which is a good thing.
Unfortunatly WMR headsets suffer from the dreaded Unreal Engine screen warping bug. It's still playable but please fix this!.
Warning: There is a game stopping bug in the bonus chapter where you cannot pick up one of the objects needed to complete
the game. You can click it all you want but nothing happens. Shame, as I was truely enjoying the game up until I couldn't pick
up the mold from the closet with the shovel in it even though there is absolutely nothing else I can do. Clicking 'hint' tells me to
go to that closet. Clicking 'hint' while in that closet tells me there is nothing to be done there. It's just broken.

If you do buy the game anyway, note that the game actually is pretty good, so as long as you don't play the bonus chapter, where
the game breaking bug is, you should enjoy it, except for the fact you can't get all the in-game achievements without
completeing the bonus chapter. So yeah, I can't recommend this one until the publishers fix it.. Loved the game, brings back
great childhood memories.. This game is always fun to come back to.. I have been looking for a new Tennis game for years
while playing VT4.
I first played Tennis World Tour this year but got frustrated by the lack of features, updates and online community.
I have been persuaded to buy AO Tennis instead. The timing system is challenging but interesting. After a while it makes fun.
The ability to create custom players with a lot of options is incredible.
Hopefully the online multiplayer mode will become more active with more people who play there doubles as well.. This has to
be one of the best games I have played in my  whole life. The intense, fast paced gameplay makes you want to play for hours!

Pros:
-Cool Jumping
-Nice graphics

Cons:
-Can't change zoom sensitivity
-Not many players
-Not many guns
-Gun customization is a bit weird
-Some maps are a bit undeveloped
-Had trouble making an acount
-Pistols are VERY underpowered
-Only 1 Camo
-Minimap is broken
-Lots of invisible walls
-Weird texture glitchs
-Only 1 player model
-Boring menu
-Only 1 song in the menu (Its pretty MLG though)
-Using the word Noob to much. Best. Shooter. Ever.. I recommend this game for the OST if nothing else. It's a good mix of
heavy industrial tracks at various paces, at a reasonable price. It reminds me a bit of Zynthetic's work for Killing Floor when it
was still a mod for UT2003/4.

"Crimson Metal" - it's a perfect name for a no holds barred, visceral, brutal skill-based FPS. Unfortunately, it misses the mark
by a wide margin, but that doesn't mean it can't be enjoyed.

Before reading the rest of the review, please know that there were several moments in the game where my heart rate jumped.
The level design is good, and secrets are clever (remember, press T to pick up a crate). You can save anywhere, and you will
need to because it is very easy to die very quickly. The fact that the developer still supports it nearly a year after release by
releasing Episodes as free DLC is worth mentioning. There is a way to enable dual weapons, and this effectively turns you into a
murder machine for as long as you have ammo (not long).
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I played through the fourth level in Ep1, finished the 1st level in Ep2 and Ep3. My experience is that the graphics are mostly
horrible (I had to go back and play Firestarter (2004) to get my bearings back), the sound effects, while good sounding, have no
distance degradation or direction. The engine (rumored to be FPS Maker) is rife with bugs, with most enemies instantly
disappearing upon death, some animating into corpses, large crates being sent into and beyond ceilings, and yourself, if a
movable object is between you and an enemy, the enemy can push you through a wall into oblivion.

The loading screen hints look like poorly compressed jpgs. As many have mentioned, there are no options you can adjust to
improve your experience. There are no stats at level completion. There are no achievements (I see this as a good thing).

Pick it up for the soundtrack. Play it if you are willing to push through the unignorable engine and developer coding limitations
to find a game that's reasonably enjoyable.. Good game. But ehm.. why the recommended is on Hard level. lol it's really insane
dude
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One of the best games at encouraging players to get creative. You'll actually have no choice, as while the tutorial provides some
pointers and goals, the learning curve is purely left to player experimentation and trial-and-error.

While this can get really frustrating, at the same time, it is immensely challenging and freeing. Coupled with a fun presentation,
it's an addictive experience you'll enjoy hating, even if it wears out its welcome.. I'VE PLAYED SPACE GAMES SINCE
FIRST ELITE GAME , LOST COUNT OF HOW MANY, SOME GOOD SOME BAD AND A LOT INBETWEEN. SPENT
LAST COUPLE OF YEARS FRUSTRATED AS HELL WITH STAR CITIZEN, AND ALONG COME THIS LITTLE GEM
OUT OF THE BLUE. WHAT CAN I SAY. COUPLE OF HOURS IN AND IT KEEPS GETTING BETTER. GREAT WORK
DEV KEEP IT UP!. can not save game. I'm very surprised to see so many positive reviews for this game and I'll tell you why.

First and foremost, the visual presentation is by far the worst I've had in VR. The pixilation is horriffic, even the title sceen
looks like something from 2000. It completely ruined this "experience for me". I "played" with the high graphics setting and
cranked the resolution scaling to 120 percent on steam vr which didn't help very much at all. I'm not sure if it was just
something with my PC but Fallout VR and Arizona Sunshine look a million times better than this.

Secondly, it's much too short to even be worth the 5 dollars, and there is certaintly not even story to become engaged in the
world.

Overall hugely disapointed, but maybe they will fix the visuals and make this worth something.. Fast Paced, violent,challenging
and simple.

Akane is a bad♥♥♥♥♥game that sells it self way too short on it's 3.99 price tag. I'd argue Akane is of higher quality than most
10 dollar games on steam.

Definetly a steal at it's price and a blast of an experiance.

the only thing i want is more music for it.. Okay, THIS is the magic based RPG that I've been waiting for.
I remember watching the game when it first came out and was much less developed than it is now. I thought that it had a lot of
potential, but wasn't entirely sold.
Five hours of additional story content, including professional grade motion capture performances and some pretty decent voice
acting, finally sold me, and my god, I'm having so much fun getting my♥♥♥♥♥kicked by this thing!
So first off: the gestural casting is surprisingly good. The gestures are distinct enough so that you don't even need to watch what
you're drawing to get it right. This is actually pretty important, since there are times when you'll just be spamming spells left and
right in an attempt to get out of a problem you've gotten yourself into.
Second: there's just enough ambiguity in how you use said spells to force you to experiment, which makes the sense of
satisfaction when you've actually been able to master the use of a new spell that much more satisfying. The dev also seems to
have done a lot to accomodate people with different setups and needs, even going so far as to include an "arachnophobe" mode
to replace the giant spiders that appear later in the game with less phobia inducing creatures.
There are some downsides. Load times are long, there are occasional bugs (including one that jumped me forward a level) and
there are definitely times that you'd like to be able to backtrack where the game just won't let you. Sure, one could argue these
add replay value, but it does feel like there's still some more polish to be done here.
Fortunately, the game is also nowhere near done yet. The Dev has stated that as more content is released the price may rise
again, so if you're at all interested in a game that will make you feel like a real mage (as well as one of the longer RPG
experiences on the platform right now) I highly recommend you pick this one up now!. how do I delete this from my library?
answers please?. So far im 20 mintues into the game and im really enjoying it. For a game that is basically free the graphics are
supurb and I like the music that they have chosen for the game. Simple keys are used for movement and "space" for attack. I
would say take the time to play this game and have some time relaxing. Thanks team CasGames! A++

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=P3J5dXgrbO0&t=10s
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